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WELCOME to Kendal Unitarians
Unitarians are very different





We don't have a particular set of beliefs that we expect you to agree with. Everyone who
comes to the chapel is free to discover their own spiritual path.
We welcome people on any point of their spiritual journey: those who have been seeking
elsewhere or those whose journey has only just begun.
We believe everyone has the right to seek truth and meaning for themselves in mutual
respect, and that reason and conscience are our best guides.
Our congregation includes people different faiths and spiritual traditions. All are equally
welcome and add to the richness of life in our Chapel.

Cover photo: Kendal Castle © Mike Oram 2017

Wandering to my local Spar shop yesterday, I passed a poster outside a church inviting
folk to a ‘coffee and chat’ session. It bore the slogan We Are Stronger Together. This
past week saw thousands of people, mainly women, head to the streets of London to
rally in support of the Time's Up movement against sexual abuse. The Time's Up initiative
was launched at the start of January 2018 as a response to the #MeToo movement and
the Harvey Weinstein scandal – the tip of the iceberg of uncovering the long history of
sexually abusive practices and behaviour rampant in the underbelly of our global society.
As of March 2014, the UK & Ireland Database on child sex offenders had over 28,000
paedophiles/child abusers profiled. An investigation at the time revealed that more than
400 children were sexually abused every week in Britain: one every 20 minutes, and
many of those are aged five years and under. Sadly, out of the number of incidents reported, only 10% are actually being convicted and sentenced.
In 2012, there were 747,408 registered sex offenders in the US. The US Justice Department data indicates that almost nine out of 10 sex crimes are committed by people not on
any register, and that figure does not take into account those who perpetrate such practices and get away with it, as we are beginning to see from the revelations from Hollywood. The military-based Special Forces teams that have been in place since the middle
of the last election cycle and who are now heading the current investigations into paedophilia and sexual slave trafficking in the US, who thought they were hardened to most
things, have reported being shocked to discover that government organizations are completely complicit in what is going on and that groups perpetrating these practices are organised “all the way down to local Post Offices and Police Offices”. They say this situation is repeated globally, including the UN and EU..
Signs of the times are all around us; signs of the end of the old order and the ushering
in of the new paradigm. Our Earthly house must be swept clean and ‘Time’s Up’ for any
person whose actions do not stem from love. Those who resonate to the Love vibration
are coming into their power for their energy more harmoniously ‘fits’ the new frequencies
that our solar system is moving into. Old paradigms and behaviours will cease but we
must do what we can to hasten that process; we must stand up together and draw a line
in the sand and say ‘From this point on, this stops’. We are stronger together and the rise
of internet-advertised, globally-synchronised groups of humanity meeting to meditate,
pray and send positive energy into the collective consciousness indicates that we are
becoming more and more aware of our strength in unity. More aware of the power we
have together to change the status quo.
What can we do, here in our own chapel, as a group, to actively aid the awakening
process; to stand together with the oppressed and afflicted and lend our power and send
our light into the fray? What should we be doing as a group, together, to put loving energy into the spiritual battle to regain our world?

Fran
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CHAPEL WEBSITE
Our new website is finally up and running. Do check it out. It has a new address: www.kendalunitarians.com - but don’t worry, a redirect link has been
added so that if you have the old website address in your ‘Favourites' or bookmarked you will be automatically transferred to the new site.
I promoted the website on the Chapel’s Facebook page and shared the post to
other pages. We have had lots of ‘likes’ and some very positive feedback. One
comment on the UK Unitarians page was ‘Really impressive! I love it. If I
was searching for community I’d certainly be encouraged to check you out. You
should be proud of your efforts’. That was exactly the feel that we wanted the
website to have so everyone’s hard work has been well worth it. Lots of us have
been involved so I don’t want to mention names in case I leave someone out but
special thanks should go to our website designer Saimma Dyer of Chickpea Press
for her patience and expertise.
It is important that we keep the website up to date. We will continue to upload
the monthly ‘At a Glance’ Calendars and electronic copies of the Fellowship. We
also hope to add further content or make improvements from time to time. If
you notice anything that you think needs correcting or updating then please
contact me by email on amandareynolds1@me.com.
The Facebook page is linked to the website (and it is easy for me to post
something on that) so for Chapel events and activities do bear in mind that social media can be a useful tool in reaching those who would not see a printed
flier in the Schoolroom or even a poster on the notice boards on Branthwaite
Brow. If you send me details via email I will do my best to advertise the event.

Mandy

WOMEN’S LEAGUE
It’s been a busy month for the Women’s League. On Tuesday 16 Jan we hosted
a joint meeting with KUMEN to hear a talk about prostate cancer. John Marshall
was informative and, I hope, reassuring. As a prostate cancer survivor he was at
pains to explain both the symptoms and the treatments for the disease, which is
not uncommon in men, especially those over 50.
Four days later, we hosted a Jazz Night featuring Boogie Bill, better known to
us as Bill Roberts, who married his wife, Emma, ten years ago here in this
chapel. It was only when their second child arrived that they found travelling to
Kendal on a Sunday morning difficult.
Bill, a talented pianist and vocalist, was joined by his friend Paul Froggatt on
saxophone and oboe (though not at the same time) as they played and sang
many well-known songs, with just a little jazziness to get our feet tapping.
Gershwin’s lovely Summer Time from Porgy and Bess began their set, and
throughout the evening they spanned the decades and genres through to the
King of the Swingers from the music of Jungle Book.
Sadly, perhaps because it was so chill, the audience was somewhat sparse. For
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Sue and Celia it was something of a disappointment not to say embarrassment;
two professional musicians gave up a Saturday night to help raise funds for
Prostate Cancer UK, and only 13 in the audience. Well, all I can say to those
who couldn’t or didn’t come, you missed a great evening, a real treat.
NB: The Women's League raised £140 for Prostate Cancer UK.

Celia

CHRISTMAS AT RYDAL HALL
I spent the Christmas holiday period, from Christmas Eve
until 27 December, at Rydal Hall Youth Centre with a small
group of Manna House clients and eight helpers; sixteen of
us in all and originally from various parts of the globe, including Poland and Germany. The hostel was wellequipped with board games, packs of playing cards, etc.,
so although the weather was inclement we had great fun and passed the time making the
most of these. Even so, we managed a few walks, one on Christmas Day in the rain and
a longer, eight-mile walk on the 28 December. Food was plentiful as we had many generous donations, so ended up with two turkeys and four, large, Christmas cakes! Presents
has been donated and each Manna House client got a thermos flask and a thermal cup.
Artwork was on the agenda and one day was spent composing a huge mandala on the
floor of one area of the Centre. A plastic circle was marked into segments with branches
and then these filled in with natural materials such as twigs, leaves, stones, shells, etc.
We were never at a loose end because when not doing anything else we talked. Lots of
chats that helped us bond as a group.
The gardens of Rydal Hall were designed and built by the landscape architect Thomas Mawson, and are a fine example of Arts and
Crafts design. The grounds are home to the spectacular Rydal Falls
and Rydal Hall has been generating its own hydro-electric power for
over 100 years. William Wordsworth is known to have been particularly fond of the Hall's gardens and may well have spent time in the
Grot, or grotto, built in 1668 by Sir Daniel Fleming and designed as a
place from which to look at Rydal Falls.
The Hall gardens are open to the public and well worth a visit to wander the woodlands,
spend time in the Quiet Garden or gaze at the sweet chestnut tree that is at least 400
years old. There is also a tea shop that is open all year and it is housed in a building that
was originally built as a schoolroom for the sons of Sir Daniel Fleming. One of his sons,
George Fleming, went on to become Bishop of Carlisle.
To say I enjoyed my time there and the experience is an understatement. Warmth of
friendship was generated and those of us who went to care for others were, ourselves,
cared for. I learned a lot and have been left with many happy memories.
David Parry. Written by Fran.
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KUMEN
We repeated last month's meeting in that we again met for lunch at the Masons
and then went back to the relative warmth of the school room. Here we
watched a video of New Zealand and finalised ideas for the coming year. I will
look up the logistics associated with our proposed visits and publish a draft list
for the next issue. Next month it will be time to 'gird up our loins' and hit the
road.
DC
MY 90th BIRTHDAY.
I have been fortunate enough to spend three weeks with
my family in Germany, where we celebrated not only
Christmas but also my 90th birthday. We spent the first
couple of days in Baden Baden, a place which holds many
happy memories for me. It is a beautiful little town and it
was aglow with all the coloured lights which lit up every
tree that lined the streets and buildings. It was a very special time spent with
members of my family, ranging in age from my fourteen-month-old great granddaughter to me!
We then went back to my daughter's home in Karlsruhe, where I spent Christmas and New Year. The celebrations continued well after New Year.
I came home expecting a quiet time after all the excitement I had enjoyed
with my young grandchildren. Imagine my surprise when I walked into chapel
last Sunday morning and received a lovely surprise. Mandy invited me to join
her where she was standing in front of the congregation. Sally and Griff came to
stand with us. Griff proceeded to tell the congregation how I came to join the
church twenty-five years ago. Sally then uncovered a most beautiful birthday
cake, which stood on a small table beside us.
I was completely overwhelmed by the sight of the scene on top, which I recognised by the figures depicted there. I realised how much thought and care had
gone into its composition. It was a delight to behold. Thank you all so much.
This happy interlude was closed by a rousing chorus of Happy Birthday.
I just had time to get my emotions under control before Tim stood up to address us all. He gave us a superb talk about Beethoven's life, punctuated by four
of the composer's most beautiful pieces, each one of which gave resonance to
his words.
Beethoven's belief and abiding faith in a loving God made it possible for him to
overcome the tragedy of losing his hearing and the many adversities of his life,
and also made it possible for him to create the most wonderful music, which has
proved a blessing to so many people.
Tim gave us much to reflect on and I am sure none of us will ever forget the
clarity with which he told of the life of one exceptional man. I hope Tim visits us
again very soon.
Peggy Kunzlik
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KURT SCHWITTERS 70TH ANNIVERSARY MEMORIAL
Sunday 7 January 2018, in Ambleside and Kendal.
My spirit must not stop. Kurt Schwitters.
One of the great modern artists of the 20th century and a pioneer
of modern art, died in Kendal (1887-1948). Kurt Schwitters had to
leave his home in Hannover, Germany, in 1937, because of fear of persecution
by the Nazis, and in his final years came to live in Ambleside in 1945. He later
died, almost penniless and largely forgotten, on the 8th January 1948, in what
was then the Kendal Workhouse infirmary. During his time in Ambleside, it is
reputed that Schwitters would occasionally perform his poems and recitations in
some of the pubs in Ambleside. In honour of this, and also the award of his British citizenship papers on 7th January 1948, poets and musician colleagues,
Florian Kaplick and Ian Hinde, were invited to perform the Ursonate and other
poems by or about Kurt Schwitters at the Queens Hotel in Ambleside. This was
followed by an anniversary memorial service in Caroline Street, Kendal, where
Cumbrian artists, poets, musicians, and writers gathered to lay a wreath in his
honour and also read some poems in memory of the artist. From 6:00 pm onwards, a BYO dinner and BBQ were held at the Merz Barn ( www.merzbarn.net)
in Elterwater, with music and song provided by the ever talented and joyous
Merzmusos.
Kurt Schwitters has, in recent years, become recognised as one of the great
British* modern artists of the 20th century, with major exhibitions at the Tate,
in America and Germany. Part of the credit for Schwitters' recognition is due to
the efforts of the Abbot Hall Gallery in Kendal and the Armitt Museum in Ambleside, who currently have very good collections of Schwitters' art works on public
view
*Kurt Schwitters was awarded his British citizenship papers just the day before
he died: 7th January 1948.
Jacquetta Gomes
Which three classic films are represented here? 
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Every Sunday at Chapel. Meditation. 10:15 -10:45 am.
Come and join us for silent meditation in the Meeting Room on Sunday morning
before Sunday service. We start with 5 minute music, then into silence.

Sue Parry

Monthly Service for Unity and Global Peace. 2:00 pm. Chapel Gap, Storth
Road, Storth, LA7 7JL. Organised by the Tau Community of St. Francis, this is an
Interfaith service on the first Sunday of every month at the Monastery, where
members of the Tau Family join local people in a service for global unity and
peace. All warmly welcome. The service lasts about an hour. More details from
Rob Crompton, 01524 762292 – or just turn up.
NB. If any of the Unitarian chapel members would like to come and join us after
your chapel service and partake of homemade soup and bread from the monks’
kitchen, say 12:30-1:00 pm before the service starts here, then they are indeed
most welcome, but, if they could email me at: brothersean@btinternet.com before the Sunday to confirm so we don’t run out of soup/s.
Br Sean
MORNING PRAYERS via Lifestream and Facebook.
As an alternative to using the Daily Prayer Channel on Lifestream, why not come
and join me for Morning Prayers (09:00 am) and Evening Vespers (05:00 pm)
live every morning and evening on our Facebook page: https://
www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100008490064593. Morning and evening
prayers, where we are called by Holy Father Mother God to raise the Earth’s
vibration ~ One Collective Consciousness ♥
Brother Sean
Friday 9 February. 7:00 pm. Taize Service.
The service will be led by Celia and Linda P. The theme is Darkness to Light and
everyone is welcome to attend.
Sunday 11 February. 2:00 pm - 4:30 pm. Monthly Open Meeting
BGKT Buddhist Group of Kendal (Theravada) meets monthly on Sundays at Fellside Centre, Low Fellside, Kendal, LA9 4NH. All welcome. Free. Donations towards room hire welcome. Meetings led by lay teachers authorized by the
Sangha [Community of Buddhist Monks] 01539-729793. bgkt@etherway.net.

http://buddhistgroupofkendal.co.uk/

Wed 14 February, 2:00 pm – 3:30 pm. Spirituality in Everyday Life Discussion Group. The next meeting of the discussion group will be in the Vestry.
In our fourth session we will be exploring how relationships with other people
form the spiritual web of our lives. Our reflections will focus on family, friendships and community. Even if you haven’t been to any of the other sessions you
are welcome to join us.
Mandy
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Tuesday 13 February. 6:00 pm – 8:00 pm. Death Café.
Warehouse Café, The Brewery. Death Café is part of a growing international
movement; an opportunity to talk about death and related issues in a safe and
friendly setting. There is no agenda, just lively conversation over a cuppa. It is a
discussion group rather than bereavement support or therapy.
Admission FREE, but small donations towards the cost of venue hire would be
welcomed. Refreshments available to buy. If you are able to join us, please
email deathcafekendal@gmail.com. We look forward to meeting you.
Susie Bulman & Jane Sayer. www.deathcafe.com
Saturday 24 February. 2:30 pm. Taizé Workshop.
Cross Street Unitarian Chapel, Cross St, Manchester M2 1NL.
Come and join in meditative chanting and singing in the tradition of the ecumenical Taizé community of Burgundy in France – easy to follow for first-timers!
To be led by Rev Jeff Gould, an experienced Taizé workshop leader. To finish by
4:00 pm with tea. Further details: contact Valerie Chamberlain - 01257 482314
or Unitarian Minister Rev Jim Corrigall - 07909 572279.
Friday 2 March. 7:00 pm. Alternative Perspectives: The Trees We Love.
Chapel Schoolroom. Pat England will present: A Short Forest Walk from 10,000
BC - 2018. An exhibition and short talk followed by an interactive session open
for tree stories, poems, sharing of tree memorabilia. Entrance £5 on door, to
include refreshments.
Saturday 3 March. 4:00 pm. The Bundle. Chapel Schoolroom.
A performance by the Journeymen Theatre Company. Commissioned by
QARN (Quaker Asylum Seekers and Refugee network), The Bundle is based
closely on the story of a real woman and her three young children. The story
follows Adilah’s domestic persecution and denial of human rights in Chechnya.
Removed from her Russian homeland by her Chechen father, abducted into a
forced marriage and then subjected to a life of servitude, she takes the ultimate
risk in plotting her escape to the UK. Here she finds a home but also encounters
the Home Office’s ‘hostile environment’ with regard to asylum seekers and refugees. Age range: 16 +. Duration: Approximately 65 minutes. There is no
charge for performance but donations are welcome and go to organisations
working closely with asylum seekers and refugees in the UK.
Thursday 8 March. International Women’s Day
Global Synchronised Meditation. See Page 11.
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SHORT STORY
I am your baby who died unborn, the grief you will never let go.
I came back to you as a gleaming iridescent beetle, to delight you with my
beauty and power of flight. You stamped on me.
I came back to you as a glowing dandelion, to heal you with my rich colour and
medicinal powers. You weeded me out.
I came back to you as a stray kitten, to comfort you with my softness and purr.
You took me to the pound.
I came back to you as a starving child, but you did not know I was your child.
You shrugged your shoulders.
And so you cherish your loss, angry that nobody understands.

Lindsey Campbell
Published with permission

The old threads are unravelling,
Get your needles ready.
We are stitching a new quilt
of humanity.
Bring your old t-shirts,
worn out jeans, scarves,
antique gowns, aprons,
old pockets of plenty
who have held Earth's treasures,
stones, feathers, leaves,
love notes on paper.
Each stitch
A mindful meditation.
Each piece of material
A story.
The more colour the better,
so call in the tribes.
Threads of browns, whites,
reds, oranges.
Women from all nations
start stitching.
Let's recycle the hate, the abuse,
the fear, the judgment.

Turn it over, wash it clean,
ring it out to dry.
It's a revolution
of recycled wears.
Threads of greens, blues, purples;
Colourful threads
of peace, kindness,
respect, compassion
are being stitched
from one continent to the next
over forests, oceans, mountains.
The work is hard,
Your fingers may bleed.
But each cloth stitched together
Brings together a
community.
A world, our future
world
Under one colourful quilt.
The new quilt of
humanity."

Julia Myers
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Global Women's Synchronized Meditation on International Women’s Day
8 March, 7:00 pm Your Local Time Zone
We’ve heard the call. The time is now. Women are rising to demonstrate a new
way - the way of unity, cooperation, heartfelt and soulful leadership, authenticity, and integrity. You are invited to join us. Join the Global Sisterhood movement offering worldwide Sister Circles and a synchronized meditation on International Women's Day!
Tens of thousands of women will be gathering in sister circles around the globe
and synchronizing in meditation with the intention to positively transform both
the present and the future. The energy will be electric and we would LOVE for
you to be there.
Sisters, daughters, mothers, and grandmothers are invited to join a Sacred Sisterhood where jealousy, competition, comparison, gossip, shame, and exclusivity are healed and transformed. The time is now for us to reclaim our worth,
power, and gifts of intuition and empathy, and UNIFY to heal, innovate, and
transform our world.
Each circle will participate in the Heart Meditation by either tuning
into the live broadcast--in a synchronized moment with tens of thousands of women around the world--or by the circle facilitator leading
the meditation themselves. You are Invited to:
* Join a local Sister Circle in your community by finding one on our interactive
map
* Sign up to either facilitate a Sister Circle or align your current women's group/
circle with us
* Join our live audio broadcast from home or in your circle.
We will give you everything you need to participate in the meditation, lead a
circle, find a circle, and support the rise of sisterhood to transform our world!
MORE DETAILS COMING ON 15 FEBRUARY on http://globalsisterhood.org/
Info now on: https://www.facebook.com/groups/unifyglobalsisterhood/
"A circle of women may be the most powerful force known to humanity. If you have one,
embrace it. If you need one, seek it. If you find one, for the love of all that is good and
holy, dive in. Hold on. You will be changed. The very fabric of your being will be altered."
Jeanette LeBlanc
Extracted from the Global Women’s Sisterhood Facebook page and web site. Fran..
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The Times They Are A-Changing
In harmony with what is going on behind the scenes, initially in the USA but
also globally, i.e. the rounding up and indicting of those who for so very long
have perpetrated the vile practices of paedophilia and sexual abuse and slave
trafficking of women and children (Remember the Pizzagate revelations that
emerged from the October 2016 Wikileaks data dump), Oprah Winfrey gave a
powerful speech at the 75th Annual Golden Globe Awards on 7 January 2018.
Listen to it in full here: http://upliftconnect.com. She said:
“Each of us in this room are celebrated because of the stories that we tell, and
this year we became the story. But it's not just a story affecting the entertainment industry. It's one that transcends any culture, geography, race, religion,
politics, or workplace. So I want tonight to express gratitude to all the women
who have endured years of abuse and assault because they, like my mother,
had children to feed and bills to pay and dreams to pursue. They're the women
whose names we'll never know………
….Recy Taylor (Fran: a black lady raped by eight white men) died ten days ago,
just shy of her 98th birthday. She lived, as we all have lived, too many years in a
culture broken by brutally powerful men. For too long, women have not been
heard or believed if they dare speak the truth to the power of those men. But
their time is up. Their time is up. Their time is up. And I just hope -- I just hope
that Recy Taylor died knowing that her truth, like the truth of so many other
women who were tormented in those years, and even now tormented, goes
marching on….
….So I want all the girls watching here, now, to know that a new day is on the
horizon! And when that new day finally dawns, it will be because of a lot of
magnificent women, many of whom are right here in this room tonight, and
some pretty phenomenal men, are fighting hard to make sure that they become the leaders who take us to the time when nobody ever has to say "Me
too" again.”
Between October 30 and November 22, 2017, 4,289 sealed indictments were
issued in the US. By the end of December this number had risen to 10,000 as
Trump made good his promise to bring the "full force and weight" of the U.S.
government to combat human trafficking. On 21 December he issued an Executive Order, under already established laws (the International Emergency
Economic Powers Act (50 U.S.C. 1701 et seq.) (IEEPA), the National Emergencies
Act (50 U.S.C. 1601 et seq.) (NEA), the Global Magnitsky Human Rights Account
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ability Act (Public Law 114-328) (the “Act”), section 212(f) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act of 1952 (8 U.S.C. 1182(f)) (INA), and section 301 of title 3,
United States Code), empowering the Secretary of the Treasury to confiscate
the U.S. assets of anyone materially assisting, sponsoring, or providing financial,
material, or technological support to those engaged in human rights abuses
and/or corruption. Reports indicate that many high level or once high-level
people have either been sent to Guantanamo Bay in Cuba or are wearing ankle
bracelets to prevent them from fleeing the country. Notice how long Hilary
Clinton has been wearing a surgical boot because of an ‘ankle injury’!
All this is the start of what must happen if we are to move on and up as a species; if we are ever to attain a higher level of collective consciousness. In fact, it
can be seen as evidence of the start of that global conscious awakening. Surface stirrings of a realisation that all is very unwell on our planet; that the boil
we have ignored is about to burst. And burst it must, for healing to occur. A
messy time ahead though before the healing process kicks in. Be prepared.
When I worked at Manna House, one of the hardest jobs was persuading respectable people that we had a homeless problem. Many refused to accept it,
because they did not see rough sleepers in doorways; because it offended their
sense of how their town should be; because if they once truly acknowledged
the plight of those sleeping rough then conscience would demand they take
action. So they looked the other way, either physically or internally. Some actually got angry when presented with the facts because it disturbed their sense of
the status quo.
We may soon all have our sense of the status quo deeply disturbed. We have
all ‘looked the other way’ for too long. Cruelties and injustices abound. Many
thousands of children worldwide go missing each year—the figures are there if
you look for them—and often they are taken for dire and dreadful deeds to be
perpetrated upon them, but we look the other way. Animals are tortured in the
name of science, entertainment or just plain ignorant cruelty but we look the
other way. We do not, by and large, question, research, demand to know, demand that governments act for change or demand a change of the power structure. Yet, if Oprah Winfrey’s wish is to come true, that soon no one will ever
have to say ‘Me too’, when referring to abuse and marginalisation, we need to
be prepared for and welcome drastic change, both within ourselves as we align
with love and justice and within our global society as old systems are brought
down that a new paradigm may come in.
Fran
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The Times They Are A-Changing

Come mothers and fathers
Throughout the land
And don't criticize
What you can't understand
Your sons and your daughters
Are beyond your command
Your old road is
Rapidly agin'
Please get out of the new one
If you can't lend your hand
For the times they are a-changin'.

Come gather 'round people
Wherever you roam
And admit that the waters
Around you have grown
And accept it that soon
You'll be drenched to the bone
If your time to you
Is worth savin'
Then you better start swimmin'
Or you'll sink like a stone
For the times they are a-changin'

The line it is drawn
The curse it is cast
The slow one now
Will later be fast
As the present now
Will later be past
The order is
Rapidly fadin'
And the first one now
Will later be last
For the times they are a-changin'.

Come writers and critics
Who prophesize with your pen
And keep your eyes wide
The chance won't come again
And don't speak too soon
For the wheel's still in spin
And there's no tellin' who
That it's namin'
For the loser now
Will be later to win
For the times they are a-changin'.

© BOB DYLAN MUSIC CO

Come senators, congressmen
Please heed the call
Don't stand in the doorway
Don't block up the hall
For he that gets hurt
Will be he who has stalled
There's a battle outside
And it is ragin'
It'll soon shake your windows
And rattle your walls
For the times they are a-changin'.

Estimates vary, but the International Labour Organization, in a
2014 report, believed some 21
million people were being trafficked worldwide. The illicit activities earned captors roughly $150
billion, with nearly $100 billion
coming from commercial sexual
exploitation, the report by the
Geneva-based special agency of
the United Nations found. The
remaining $50 billion came from
other forms of forced labour.
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Jesus was wandering round Jerusalem when
he decided that he really needed a new robe.
After looking around for a while, he saw a
sign for Finkelstein, the Tailor. So, he went in
and made the necessary arrangements to
have Finkelstein prepare a new robe for him.
A few days later, when the robe was finished, Jesus tried it on -- and it was a perfect
fit! He asked how much he owed.
Finkelstein brushed him off: "No, no, no, for
the Son of God there's no charge! However,
may I ask for a small favour? Whenever you
give a sermon, perhaps you could just mention that your nice new robe was made by
Finkelstein, the Tailor?"
Jesus readily agreed and, as promised,
extolled the virtues of his Finkelstein robe
whenever he spoke to the masses.
A few months later, while Jesus was again
walking through Jerusalem, he happened to
walk past Finkelstein's shop and noted a
huge line of people waiting for Finkelstein's
robes. He pushed his way through the crowd
to speak to him and as soon as Finkelstein
spotted him, he said: "Jesus, Jesus, look
what you've done for my business! Would
you consider a partnership?"
“Certainly," replied Jesus."Jesus & Finkelstein it is."
"Oh, no, no," said Finkelstein."Finkelstein &
Jesus. After all, I am the craftsman."

up with a mutually acceptable compromise.

The two of them debated this for some
time. Their discussion
was long and spirited,
but ultimately fruitful -and they finally came

A few days later, the new sign went up over Finkelstein's shop:
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Candlemas
Candlemas is a Christian holiday celebrated annually on 2 February. It celebrates three occasions according to Christian belief: the presentation of the child
Jesus, Jesus’ first entry into the temple, and the Virgin Mary’s purification
(mainly in Catholic churches).
Candlemas primarily focuses on Jesus’ early life. Many Christians believe that
Jesus’ mother, Mary, presented him to God at the Temple in Jerusalem. According to a New Testament gospel, Simeon held the baby in his arms and said that
he would be a light for the Gentiles (Luke 2:32). It is for this reason that this
event is called Candlemas.
Many people believe that some of Candlemas’ activities stem from pagan observances such as Imbolc, a Gaelic festival, or the Roman feast of Lupercalia.
However, others have argued that there is too little evidence to shed light on
Candlemas’ substitution for these festivals. Either way, Candlemas occurs at a
period between the December solstice and the March equinox, so many people
traditionally marked that time of the year as winter’s “halfway point” while waiting for the spring.
According to some sources, Christians began Candlemas in Jerusalem as early
as the fourth century and the lighting of candles began in the fifth century.
Other sources say that Candlemas was observed by blessing candles since the
11th century. An early writing, dating back to around 380 CE, mentioned that a
Feast of the Presentation occurred in a church in Jerusalem. The feast was observed on 2 February in regions where Christ's birth was celebrated on 25 December.
The Church of England's optional Epiphany season begins on the Eve of the
Epiphany (which may be celebrated on 6 January or the Sunday between 2 and
8 January) and ends at Evening Prayer (or Night Prayer) on the Feast of the
Presentation (which may be celebrated on 2 February or on the Sunday between
28 January and 3 February).
The Roman Catholic Church celebrates Epiphanytide or The Time After Epiphany from the day following the Baptism of the Lord until the liturgical start of
Ash Wednesday. For many Catholics, Candlemas is highlighted as a "Feast of the
Lord".
Several Protestant churches celebrate an Epiphany season that lasts until the
day before Ash Wednesday, which marks the beginning of the season of Lent
Some Presbyterian Churches state that neither Epiphany nor Pentecost are
seasons, and that it is a misunderstanding to imagine that expressions such as
"Fifth Sunday after Epiphany" indicate the existence of such a time as "Epiphany
season". These expressions merely indicate the passing of time, not the character of the period, for neither the period after Epiphany nor that after Pentecost
focus on a dominant event or theme.
So now you know !?!

Ann Wilcox
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I, Franz Schubert
by Nick Morrice,(2017)
novum publishing. 92pp £12.50
ISBN 978-3-99064-044-9
In this unique account, Franz Schubert (31 January 1797 –
19 November 1828) comes alive and tells his own life story.
The much-loved composer of 18th /19th-century Vienna
unflinchingly faces the dark truths about himself in this unique autobiography.
Schubert reflects on the successes and failures of his career as a freelance musician in Vienna. He recalls the best aspects of his life: a sunny disposition, a
delight in the natural world, and, above all, his many devoted friends. But he
also has to recognise the demons which ultimately destroyed him: a highly sensual nature susceptible to severe mood swings, and a tendency toward loneliness, over-indulgence and despair.
A fascinating study of a highly contradictory character who barely made an
impact on the musical life of his day but is now undoubtedly one of the bestloved of all classical composers.
Partly reproduced from January 2018 issue of Cantemus
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There will be a meeting after the service on Sunday 11 February to decide upon
the activities and celebrations to mark the Chapel’s tercentenary in 2020. It is
not just a chance to vote upon your favourite projects, but we are also looking
for volunteers to take the agreed schemes forward and help organise them.
If you haven’t already done so, please look at the posters in the Schoolroom
and vote for the suggestions and/or add some ideas of your own.
If you cannot attend the meeting and would like to contribute in any way,
please contact Jayne, who will be happy to pass on your comments and expressions of interest.
It is our chance to showcase 300 years of Unitarianism to the world and leave
a lasting legacy, as well as celebrate and enjoy ourselves. Please come along
and get involved, if you can.

Jayne Finch, Chapel Administrator.

Hall Booking
Can I make a personal plea for your co-operation on the matter of hall bookings? Firstly, please do not write in the diary in the vestry without telling me, so
I can avoid any double-bookings and confusion. Secondly, if you need to do
something in Chapel, such as arrange the flowers or put up posters, please
check that the premises are free first, by looking in the diary or asking me.
Other external groups, such as the U3A, pay to hire the premises for their
meetings. Please be respectful of these groups and try not to interrupt their
sessions. Thank you.
Jayne Finch, Chapel Administrator.
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FEBRUARY AT A GLANCE
Thurs

1

Singing Group 11:00 - 12:00
Jayne Finch, Administrator, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00

Fri
Sat
Sun

2
3
4

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs

12
13
14
15

Fri
Sat
Sun

16
17
18

Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Women’s League 2:00
Coffee morning
Jayne Finch, Administrator, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00
Open House at 1 Church Walk, Kendal, from 2pm.
Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am
Led by Rabbi Robert Ash

Mon
Tues
Wed

26
27
28

Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am

Visit of GA President

Led by Rev Charles VanDenBroeder

Communion Service led by Rev Griff Jones
John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Coffee morning
Kumen 1:00
Jayne Finch, Administrator, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00
Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am

Led by Graham Phoenix

Rumi: A Foundation Figure of Sufism

John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Coffee morning

Singing Group 11:00 - 12:00
Jayne Finch, Administrator, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00
Led by John Pickering

Into the Mystery: Belief, Reason and the Unexpected.

The Human Quest For Meaning.

John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Coffee morning
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February Coffee Morning Rota
DATE

COFFEE / COUNTER WASH UP
TEA PREP

DRYING /
PUTTING
AWAY

Sat 3

Marilyn

Jo

Krystal

Helen

Wed 7

Fred

Rob

Annette

John B

Sat 10

Phil

David C

Daniel

Helen

Wed 14

Phil

Debbie

Fred

Gaynor

Sat 17

Marilyn

Mandy

David G

Roger

Wed 21

Katie

Ann

Marilyn

Rob

Sat 24

Marilyn

Helen

David G

Krystal

Wed 28

Rosie

Debbie

Roger

Mark S

If you are on the rota
and have to cancel
then, if it is not an
emergency, please try
and find a replacement
before contacting
Helen Jones. If you
can fill in any of the
gaps, please let Helen
know. Contact:
helenjones573@gmail.com

MOB: 07795 142914

Any views expressed in this publication are those of the contributors and do not
necessarily express the views of the editor, committee or trustees.

The Fellowship is available as a pdf file. If you would like to receive it in this format,
rather than as hard copy, please let Fran know: booksbyfran@btinternet.com

4
11
19
25

Rob
Linda P
Graham P
Dave Birkett

Deadline for next
issue: 18 Feb

Answers. P7. A River Runs Through It, The Good, The Bad and The Ugly,
A Man for All Seasons

Chalice Lighters

If possible when supplying newsletter copy by email please
observe the following:
1. Please supply as a Word doc, a Publisher doc, or simple
text in the body of the email. Do NOT send as a pdf; that
makes me more work!
2. Please use Tahoma font, size 10.
3. Do NOT justify text
4. Please label photographs. Leaving just the image numbers
on is not helpful.
Thanks. Fran
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MINISTRY TEAM LEADER: Rev Amanda Reynolds
Spiritual matters, pastoral care and weddings, baptisms and funerals.
Mobile: 07545 375721 / amandareynolds1@me.com

CHAPEL OFFICERS
U

Chair

Mrs Ann Wilcox

Treasurer

Mr John Campbell, 1 Church Walk, Kirkland, Kendal, Cumbria
LA9 5AG
01539 232172

Administrator Mrs Jayne Finch, 48 Emesgate Lane, Silverdale LA5 0RF
unitarianoffice@gmail.com
MOB: 07426 096608
Pastoral

Mrs Sue Parry,

01524 762249

Organist

Ms Jo Rogers, Underscar, Brigsteer, Nr Kendal LA8 8AN
015395 68631

Organist

Mr John Campbell, as above

Fellowship
Editor

Mrs Fran Pickering, 69 Sandylands Rd, Kendal LA9 6JG
booksbyfran@btinternet.com
01539 721247

TRUSTEES OFFICERS
U

Chair

Ms Hazel Clarke, Pear Tree Cottage, The Row, Lyth, Kendal,
LA8 8DD
015395 68284

Treasurer

Mr John Campbell, as above

Caretaker

Mr Tony Egglestone, 64 Low Garth, Kendal LA9 5PA
07455 123317.

Chapel Office: 01539 737021
Vestry/Kitchen: 01539 739442
Kendal Unitarian Chapel
Branthwaite Brow
Market Place
Kendal LA9 4TN
https://kendalunitarians.com/
https://www.facebook.com/
kendalunitarians/
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